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PATTERN RECOGNITION IN
SEQUENCES
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1.1 INTRODUCTION13
One of the most powerful techniques to study the living organisms is to se-14
quence their genomes. From the analysis of the genome one can in fact infer15
many biochemical features of a living cell or an organism and, focusing on hu-16
(Biological Knowledge, Discovery Handbook). By (M. Elloumi, A. Y. Zomaya)
Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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mans, genome analysis can reveal us many of his phenotypic features (exterior17
manifestation of our genomic determinants) and his genetic susceptibility to a18
certain number of diseases (consider that at least 6, 000 genetic diseases exist).19
After obtaining – with two huge collaborative eﬀorts, one public and another20
one from a private company, at a cost of 3 billion dollars and 300 million,21
respectively – the ﬁrst sequencing of the human genome, DNA sequencing22
has moved fast forward due to huge commercial interests. This acceleration23
in sequencing methodologies has been so fast that nowadays the cost of the24
complete exome sequencing (the sequencing of the coding part of the human25
genome which is around 10% of the entire genome) of an individual will not26
exceed 2, 000 dollars. Moreover, the recently announced technology provides27
the whole human genome at the same price. To make a comparison, the fast28
growing market of cell phones lowered the price of an apparatus with similar29
performance from 300 dollars in the nineties to 20 nowadays with a 15-fold30
drop, whilst genome sequencing decreased its cost more than 1, 000, 000 fold.31
The cost eﬀectiveness of new sequencing approaches has tempt many laborato-32
ries throughout the world to invest some of their eﬀorts in sequencing project.33
The result of this blossoming of sequencing projects is the overwhelming se-34
quencing data now available. In fact, the list of fully sequenced organisms35
grows bigger and bigger at a fast pace. In addition, the recent possibility36
to sequence the genome from individual cell [27] gives the biologists a tool37
to compare the physiological as well as the pathological genetic drift (spon-38
taneous accumulation of neutral or pathological mutations overtime) of the39
diﬀerent cell line during the life of an individual. Although this eﬀort is surely40
having high impact on public health, it needs new tools to help data mining41
and to give signiﬁcance to these otherwise anonymous strings of nucleotides.42
Bioinformatics is of course the major discipline involved in such a task and43
the design of algorithms capable to compare sequence faster and deeper is44
of great interest for the life science community. The need for sequence com-45
parisons has many explanations: Multiple alignment of orthologous protein46
sequences (that is, protein sharing the same function in distinct species) has47
helped in ﬁnding the most relevant part of a protein based on the knowledge48
that if one or a group of amino acid residue within an orthologue protein are49
conserved between diﬀerent organisms this can be explained by their relevance50
for protein function, whilst amino acid not conserved between diﬀerent species51
shouldn’t have the same critical role. In other words if evolution didn’t ﬁnd52
alternatives this means that that one is the best possibility, otherwise we will53
ﬁnd diﬀerent amino acids at that speciﬁc position in diﬀerent species. Indeed,54
what D. Gusﬁeld [28] claims as “the ﬁrst fact of biological sequence analysis”55
is that: “In bimolecular sequences (DNA, RNA or amino acid sequences),56
high sequence similarity usually implies signiﬁcant functional or structural57
similarity”. This approach has allowed the identiﬁcation of critical amino58
acids for speciﬁc proteins allowing for example the prediction of the severity59
of amino-acid substitutions in certain pathologies. In this respect, the possi-60
bility to have an algorithm capable to compare orthologous genes from a very61
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large dataset of species could give some extra information with respect to the62
actual state of the art.63
From the biotechnological point of view, multiple alignment can give im-64
portant structural insight. For example, the comparison of the enzyme DNA65
polymerase (a key enzyme in DNA replication and a valuable tool in every66
life science lab) obtained from non-homeostatic organisms adapted to live67
in particular ecological niches such as very high temperature, has allowed the68
identiﬁcation of amino acid substitutions which confer a more stable structure69
at non permissive temperatures [40].70
Evolutionary studies would also need more eﬃcient algorithms. As an al-71
ternative to classical phylogenies of species (the classical tree of life) based on72
morphological features, molecular biologists currently use DNA sequences to73
assess when two species diverged during the evolutionary process. Woese and74
Fox [66] ﬁrst proposed the use of molecular phylogeny to study prokaryote75
phylogenies using diﬀerences and similarities of the small subunit ribosomal76
RNA (SSU rRNA). Typically, single gene sequencing is used to this purpose77
and the gene of choice has been the gene coding for the 16S rRNA [49]. How-78
ever, phylogenies obtained comparing single genes are rarely consistent with79
each other: horizontal gene transfer, unrecognized paralogy and highly vari-80
able rates of evolution in speciﬁc environments are the likely reasons for these81
inconsistencies [61]. The advent of completely sequenced genomes could al-82
low the construction of more reliable phylogeny since the comparison of the83
whole genomes is much less aﬀected by the noises described above. To this84
purpose, the availability of computational method that allow the simultane-85
ous comparison of the complete genome from diﬀerent living organisms in a86
reasonable time and with no need of supercomputer is of great interest for the87
life scientists [57].88
One of the theoretical problem borrowed from the stringology ﬁeld that89
suit this purpose is the longest common substring (LCS) problem which is90
meant to identify the substring, i.e. a sequence of contiguous letters in the91
given document collection, is common to two or more documents. To put it92
in bioinformatics terms, given a collection of K genomes, the longest common93
substrings problem aim is to ﬁnd the sequences that appear in at least k dif-94
ferent genomes, 2 ≤ k ≤ K. Those common parts are high probably conserved95
sequences of amino acids that deserve a further closer biological investigation.96
As D. Gusﬁeld [28] say: “the problem of ﬁnding (exactly matching) common97
substrings in a set of distinct strings arises as a subproblem of many heuristics98
developed in the biological literature to align a set of strings. That problem99
(is) called multiple alignment problem”. On the side of evolutionary stud-100
ies, the k genomes having a such long common sequence are likely to have a101
common ancestor in the tree of life.102
In this chapter, we present a brief review of the historical solutions for103
the longest common substring problem and some related problems, and an104
original solution that is easier to implement and it is candidate to be faster105
in practice using less space than previous solutions. In Section 1.2, we recall106
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some basic notions from the stringology ﬁeld and we deﬁne the notation used107
thoroughly in this chapter. In Section 1.3, we present some historical notes108
of the longest common substring problem and related problems. In Section109
1.4, we review the classic solution which uses the suﬃx tree and the longest110
common ancestor. Then, we present, in Section 1.5, an original linear solution111
which uses the classic union-ﬁnd data structure and, in Section 1.6, we present112
some variants of this solution which are more space eﬃcient.113
1.2 PRELIMINARIES114
A string is a sequence of zero or more symbols from an alphabet Σ. A string T115
of length n is denoted by T [1 . . n] = T1T2 . . .Tn, where Ti ∈ Σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.116
The length of T is denoted by |T | = n. ε is the empty (zero-length) string.117
A string w is a factor of T if T = uwv for u, v ∈ Σ∗; in this case, the string w118
occurs at position |u|+1 in T . The factor w is denoted by T [|u|+1 . . |u|+|w|].119
A preﬁx (or suﬃx) of T is a factor T [x . . y] such that x = 1 (y = n), 1 ≤ y ≤120
n (1 ≤ x ≤ n). We deﬁne the ith suﬃx as the suﬃx starting at position i, i.e.121
T [i . . n], 1 ≤ i ≤ n.122
Given a text T of length n and a pattern P of length m such that m ≤ n,123
P is said to occur in T at position i (i.e., exact match) if and only if P =124
T [i . . i+m− 1]. The position i is said to be an occurrence of P in T .125
In traditional full-text indexing problems one of the basic data structures126
is the suﬃx tree (ST ) data structure. Another one is the suﬃx array (SA). A127
complete description of a suﬃx tree and the suﬃx array is beyond the scope128
of this chapter, and can be found in any textbook on stringology (e.g., [13,129
28, 54]). Here we give a very concise deﬁnition of those data structures.130
The suﬃx tree STT is a compacted trie of all the suﬃxes of the text T , that131
is, any suﬃx T [i . . n] of T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, can be read on the suﬃx tree STT in a132
path starting at the root of the tree and ending in the i-th leaf. The number133
of leaves in such tree is exactly n and, since any internal explicit node is a134
branching node, the number of internal nodes (non leaf) is strictly less than n.135
Hence, the total number of nodes is linear in the length of the text, i.e. O(n).136
Any substring w of T can be read from the root to an internal node, either137
explicit or implicit (i.e., a note in between a compacted path represented by a138
single edge). Auxiliary informations used by many construction algorithm are139
suﬃx links between nodes. If u is the node corresponding to the path aw read140
down inside the tree starting from the root and v is the node corresponding141
to the path w, then a link from node u to node v is called suﬃx link. Given142
two nodes v and u in STT , the lower common ancestor LCA(u, v) = z is143
the lower explicit node traversed by both the path to u and v. The string144
corresponding to the path from the root to z is the longest common preﬁx145
between the string of the path to u and the string of the path to v. Notice146
that ε is preﬁx of any string, and the root is a common ancestor of any node in147
the tree. Given a set K = {D1 . . DK} of documents (strings), the generalized148
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suﬃx tree STK is the suﬃx tree of the text obtained by concatenating the149
documents in K with a new symbol $k appended at the end of each documents,150
i.e., STK = STT , T = D1$1 . .Dk$k . . DK$K , where every path is truncated151
after the ﬁrst dollar.152
The suﬃx tree was introduced by Weiner [65] together with a linear con-153
struction algorithm. Other notably (online) linear construction algorithms154
(also for integer alphabets) are [10, 15, 52, 64]. The pattern matching oc-155
currence query time is optimal, i.e., O(m + occ), where occ is the number of156
pattern occurrences.157
The recent research trend is to build compact or compressed version of158
the suﬃx tree [1, 2, 19, 20, 24, 26, 37, 38, 45, 53, 55, 58], basically using a159
(compressed) suﬃx array and some auxiliary structures that provide almost all160
the suﬃx tree functionality (for instance, top-down and bottom-up traversal,161
substring retrieval and pattern matching functionalities).162
The suﬃx array SAT of a text T [1 . . n] is a permutation of j[1 . . n] such163
that SAT [i] = j if and only if, T [j . . n] is the i-th suﬃx of T in (ascending)164
lexicographic order. The Suﬃx Array was ﬁrst introduced in [51], where an165
O(n log n) construction algorithm and an O(m + logn + occ) time pattern166
matching solution were presented. Later, linear time construction algorithms167
for the suﬃx array were presented [36, 39, 42, 56]. The query time was168
also improved to the optimal O(m + occ) in [2, 19, 20, 37] with the help169
of another array essentially storing the lengths of longest common preﬁxes170
between lexicographically consecutive suﬃxes.171
We remark that the query time of suﬃx array (and similar other data struc-172
tures) always contains a hidden O(log |Σ|) factor, where Σ is the underlying173
alphabet. However, since in most of the cases the size of the alphabet Σ is a174
constant, the trend in the literature is to omit the O(log |Σ|) factor from the175
running times. In this chapter we focus on biological sequences where usually176
the underlying alphabet size is a very small constant (e.g., 4 for DNA/RNA177
sequences and 20 for protein/amino acid sequences). Finally, we note that178
there are several linear time suﬃx tree and array construction methods that179
works with integer alphabet as well (e.g., [15, 39, 42]).180
1.3 HISTORICAL NOTES AND RELATED PROBLEMS181
The problem of ﬁnding the longest common substring of two strings is a classic182
problem in string analysis. In 1970, D. E. Knuth conjectured that a linear183
time algorithm for this problem would be impossible (see [28, Section 7.4],184
[5], [41]). An almost immediate solution using the suﬃx tree of concatenated185
strings separated by a symbol colon was available since 1973, when P. Weiner186
published his famous linear time construction algorithm for suﬃx trees [65].187
Concerning the LCS problem in its full generality, things seem to be a188
bit more complex. In the introduction of an unpublished manuscript dated189
1973, V. Pratt claims a linear time solution to the LCS problem but the claim190
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doesn’t specify whether the problem is settled for a ﬁxed k or for all the values191
of k. The section where the details were to be presented is not available and192
was apparently never ﬁnished (see references [375] and [376] of the book of D.193
Gusﬁeld [28] and reference [PR] in [5]).194
In 1992, L. Hui gave a linear time solution to the LCS problem that ap-195
peared in the Proceedings of the 3rd Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern196
Matching [34] where he uses a famous constant-time solution to the LCA in197
trees coupled with the use of generalized suﬃx trees. The journal version of198
this result appeared some years later in [35]. It seems that the natural notion199
of generalized suﬃx tree for a set of strings was ﬁrstly introduced in 1992 by200
D. Gusﬁeld in [29] and used in the same year by L. Hui in order to settle the201
LCS problem. This notion thus appeared 22 years after the Weiner’s con-202
struction algorithm of suﬃx trees, even if it appeared implicitly in Weiner’s203
paper [65] in the case of a two strings set.204
An LCS related problem is the Multiple Maximal Exact Matches problem205
deﬁned in [33]. For this problem, we are given a set of m strings and want206
to ﬁnd all (m + 1)-tuples (L, i1, · · · , im) such that the substrings of length207
L starting at i1, · · · , im) are the same and cannot be extended, i.e., neither208
(L+1, i1, · · · , im) nor (L+1, i1−1, · · · , im−1) represent a common substring209
of length L+ 1.210
In [50] it is considered the LCS problem in the special case when the value211
k is maximal, i.e. it is equal to the number of documents. This special case212
is settled in linear time by using matching statistics.213
In [12] the LCS problem is settled by using Compact Direct Aciclyc Word214
Graphs (CDAWGs) instead of suﬃx trees.215
A further generalization of the LCS problem is the k-common repeated sub-216
string problem (CRS) that is the following: Given m strings T 1, T 2, · · · , T m217
of total length n and m positive integers x1, · · · , xm, for all k with 1 ≤ k ≤ m,218
simultaneously ﬁnd a longest string ω for which there are at least k strings219
T i1 , T i2 , · · · , T ik (1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ m) such that ω occurs at least xij220
times in T ij , for each j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k. For x1 = · · · = xm = 1, this problem221
coincides with the longest common substring (LCS) problem.222
In [43], a linear time algorithm is presented that solves the CRS problem223
for the special case x1 = · · · = xm = 2. In other words, the number of times224
a substring is repeated within the same string is greater than or equal to225
2. Lee et al. [44] mention two drawbacks of this algorithm: It is not easy226
to implement and it is not memory-eﬃcient. In [44] a linear time algorithm227
is presented that solves the following special case of the k-common repeated228
substring problem: Given m strings T 1, T 2, · · · , T m of total length n and m229
positive integers x1, · · · , xm, for a ﬁxed k with 1 ≤ k ≤ m, simultaneously230
ﬁnd a longest string ω for which there are at least k strings T i1 , T i2 , · · · , T ik231
(1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ m) such that ω occurs at least xij times in T ij , for232
each j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k. In [6] it is presented the ﬁrst O(n) time algorithm for233
the general CRS problem. The solution in [6], reported also in [54], is based234
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on a new linear time algorithm for the LCS problem that makes use of the235
generalized enhanced suﬃx array.236
1.4 THE CLASSICAL SOLUTION237
Given a setK ofK documents, the Longest Common Substring (LCS) problem238
(also known in literature as Multiple Common Substring problem and Longest239
k-Common Substring problem) asks, for any integer 2 ≤ k ≤ K, the length240
of the longest substring which appears in at least k documents. LCS is a well241
studied problem because of the wide range of applications in Bioinformatics.242
This problem has been solved by Hui [34, 35] using a generalized suﬃx tree243
and a famous constant-time solution for the Lowest Common Ancestor in244
trees. This solution is reported also in the Gusﬁeld’s book [28, Sections 7.6245
and 9.7] and it is brieﬂy reviewed in this section.246
Let us suppose to have the generalized suﬃx tree STK of the set K =247
{D1 . . DK} of documents. Recall that the generalized suﬃx tree STK is248
deﬁned as the suﬃx tree STT of the text T [1 . . n] = D1$1 . . Dk$k . . DK$K .249
Due to the uniqueness of symbols $k and since any internal node in the suﬃx250
tree is a branching node and edges are compacted, there are no internal nodes251
in the tree corresponding to a substring containing a dollar. That is, any252
substring containing a dollar $k corresponds to a leaf or a path ending in the253
middle of a leaf incoming edge. Hence, we can think to STK as a truncated254
tree, where any path is truncated as soon as a dollar is met. The advantage255
of the truncated tree is that it does not contain any artiﬁcial strings produced256
by document concatenation. Moreover, the last letter in any path ending on a257
leaf is a dollar, and, then, it is easy (i.e., a constant time operation) to know,258
given a leaf i, what document it is a suﬃx of. Alternatively, we can associate259
a reference k for the document Dk to each leaf in STK, where $k is the ﬁrst260
dollar (left to right) contained in the suﬃx T [i . . n].261
Now, let us suppose to associate to any internal node v the value C(v) that262
is the counter of how many diﬀerent documents are associated with the leaves263
in the subtree rooted in v. It is easy to prove that one can populate an array264
L[k], 1 ≤ k ≤ K, accumulating the lengths of the longest substring common265
to exactly k documents while visiting such augmented tree via a depth-ﬁrst266
traversal. (In the meantime, by using a simple book keeping strategy, we can267
store a reference to one of such substrings.) A further scan of the array L will268
produce the correct LCS[k] array, 2 ≤ k ≤ K, where LCS[k] is the length of269
the longest substring which appears in at least k diﬀerent documents.270
Now the point is how to compute C values. This is a classic problem on271
trees: The Color-Set-Size (CSS) problem, also known as Colored Sub-Tree272
problem. L. Hui presented in his paper [34] a solution for the CSS problem273
and he applied such solution to the generalized suﬃx tree of the document274
collection K, in order to settle the LCS problem, by assigning diﬀerent colors275
to leaves corresponding to diﬀerent documents.276
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Figure 1.1 Generalized suﬃx tree of the set K = {acgat, accgta, cgaat} illustrated
together with the K = |K| = 3 lists of leaves of a same (document) color. Numbers
between parenthesis are counter d values. For instance, if we call v the node of path
a, since LCA(1, 4) = LCA(12, 7) = LCA(16, 17) = v, then d(v) = 3.
Given a tree T with colored leaves, the Color-Set-Size (CSS) problem asks,277
for each node, the number of diﬀerent colors in the tree. The classical solu-278
tion for the CSS problem uses the constant time LCA query for two nodes.279
Essentially, one computes the desired C value as the number of leaves in the280
rooted subtree minus the number of duplicated documents (or colors).281
He builds K lists containing pointers to all the leaves associated with the282
k-th document (or color) as they appear at the bottom of the tree in left to283
right order (that is, K lists of lexicographically ordered leaves of the same284
color). Obviously, the sum of the length of all the lists is equal to n. After285
preparing in linear time the generalized suﬃx tree for constant-time lowest286
common ancestor (LCA) queries [9, 25, 32, 60], LCA queries are conducted287
on the leaf lists. In details, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ K, let compute the LCA of all288
the adjacent leaves in the k-th list, i.e., an element and its successor in the289
list. Let u, v be two of such adjacent leaves and LCA(u, v) = z be the lowest290
common ancestor node of u and v.291
A counter d at each node z that is the LCA of two consecutive leaves is292
incremented; Fig. 1.1 shows an example. For any node v, the sum of the293
counters d(u) of all nodes in the subtree rooted in v is called D(v). It is294
the number of occurrences of duplicated colors in such subtree and it can be295
computed via a post-order traversal of the tree. In this way, the number C(v)296
of distinct colors is computed, for each node v of the tree, as the diﬀerence297
C(v) = S(v) − D(v) between the total number S(v) of leaves in the rooted298
subtree and the number of duplicated colors D(v) =
∑
u d(u), u ∈ {subtree299
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Figure 1.2 Generalized suﬃx tree of the set K = {acgat, accgta, cgaat} illustrated.
C(v) value of any internal node v is reported within square brackets.
rooted in v}. See Fig. 1.2 for an illustration. Notice that S(v) is a standard300
operation on trees and it can be easily computed within a post-order tree301
traversal.302
In next section, we present a new solution for the CSS problem that uses303
a well known, fast and space eﬃcient union-ﬁnd data structure instead of304
the LCA queries used in the classical solution. Even if the time complexity305
does not get asymptotically improved, the union-ﬁnd based solution has some306
advantages which make it simple, faste, and easily extendible to more space307
eﬃcient variants.308
1.5 A SIMPLE LINEAR SOLUTION309
In previous section we reviewed the classic solution for the longest common310
substring problem. It essentially reduces LCS problem to the Color-Set-Size311
problem on the generalized suﬃx tree of a document collection. Maintaining312
this approach, we show a simple solution for the CSS problem that turns out313
to be a simple solution for the LCS problem, as well.314
Those two problems are strictly related. Therefore, as in the classical315
solution, if we build the generalized suﬃx tree STK of a set K of documents316
and we color any leaf by assigning a diﬀerent color to any document, the LCS317
problem can be solved with a simple traverse of STK after that STK has been318
preprocessed to solve the CSS problem.319
The CSS solution presented by L. Hui involves the preprocessing of the320
generalized suﬃx tree in order to answer eﬃciently (in constant time) to the321
Lowest Common Ancestor query of two given nodes.322
In this section, we present a new simple solution for the CSS problem, which323
uses a classical union-ﬁnd data structure. The classic union-ﬁnd data struc-324
tures for disjoint sets have myriads of practical applications (see for instance325
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Algorithm 0 Recursive processing the tree T to compute the C values.
1: function ColorSetSize(v)
2: set ← ∅
3: if v is a leaf then
4: union(set,{color(v)})
5: else
6: for any child node u of v do
7: union(set,ColorSetSize(u))
8: end for
9: end if
10: C(v) ← size(set)
11: return set
12: end function
13: ColorSetSize(root(T ))
[23]). Their running time, due to a multiplicative inverse of the Ackermann326
function, is not linear, but, due to its simplicity and to the small constants327
involved, they turn out to be very fast, in practice. From a theoretical point of328
view, Tarjan et al. [21] showed how to get rid of the multiplicative Ackermann329
function when the the tree of the union is known in advance. In [46, 47, 48]330
it is shown that if the ﬁnds are performed in post order (at most one ﬁnd for331
each element) then the overall amortized time is truly linear.332
Recently, many algorithms appeared that, under some special conditions,333
perform union-ﬁnd in linear time (see, for instance, [16, 30]) even including a334
new operation delete [4, 7, 14].335
1.5.1 A New Color-Set-Size Algorithm336
Definition Given a tree T with colored leaves, the Color-Set-Size (CSS)337
problem asks, for all internal node v, the number of diﬀerent colors present338
in the sub tree rooted in v.339
For the sake of easy, we ﬁrstly present a simple algorithm that solves the340
CSS problem in a non eﬃcient way and we reﬁne it later into an eﬃcient linear341
solution.342
Assume a tree T is given and any node in T is augmented by a counter343
C. We follow the simple idea of dynamically assign a set of colors to every344
node, where the colors are the unique colors present in the rooted subtree.345
Proceeding in a recursive way along a post order visit of the given tree, we346
assign to a leaf a set containing the color of the leaf, and we assign to an347
internal node the union of the sets coming from its children. At the end of348
any recursive step, we store the size of the current set to the color counter C349
of the examined node. Algorithm 0 follows this idea.350
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Algorithm 1 Recursive processing the tree T to compute the C values.
make-set, union and ﬁnd are common operations on union-ﬁnd data struc-
tures. The operation color on a leaf v returns the associate color ck.
1: function ColorSetSize(v)
2: make-set(v)
3: C(v) ← 0
4: if v is a leaf then
5: z ← ﬁnd(P[color(v)])
6: P[color(v)] ← v
7: C(z) ← C(z) − 1
8: C(v) ← 1
9: else
10: for any child node u of v do
11: ColorSetSize(u)
12: union(v,u)
13: C(v) ← C(v) + C(u)
14: end for
15: end if
16: end function
17: ColorSetSize(root(T ))
Algorithm 0 is conceptually very simple and it correctly computes, for any351
node v in T , the number of diﬀerent colors C(v) present in the subtree rooted352
in v. A proof of this fact is straightforward and uses a simple property on sets.353
Unfortunately, Algorithm 0 cannot be implemented in eﬃcient time, because354
of the union of sets which are not guaranteed to be disjoint each other. We355
can improve it by keeping sets of sibling nodes disjoint. We maintain sets356
of leaves instead of set of colors and we use, in a book-keeping strategy, a357
global array of previous occurrence of colors to maintain sets whose colors358
are disjoint. We also keep track of the size of the set associated to a node359
by maintaining this value in the color counter ﬁeld of the node. Hence, we360
initialize the C counter of any node to 0, and we increment it accordingly361
to the cardinality of the set associated to it. In order to manage the set of362
leaves, we use a classic union-ﬁnd data structure for disjoint sets. Instead of363
associate a set to a node, we include such node into the set and we use such364
node as the representative of the set. Hence, for any node v, there exist a set365
having v as representative, which contains all the nodes in the subtree rooted366
in v. Algorithm 1 is the resulting algorithm.367
Let us summarize Algorithm 1 steps in what follows. Assume that K is368
the number of diﬀerent colors in the given tree T . The nodes in the tree369
are augmented with a color counter ﬁeld C, which constitutes the algorithm370
output. An auxiliary global array P (P stands for “previous visited leaf”) of371
size K is used along a recursive post-order traversal of T in order to keep372
track of the previous occurrence of color ck, 1 ≤ k ≤ K.373
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Figure 1.3 Some key steps of Algorithm 1 illustrated. Algorithm 1 computes C
for any node v in the given tree. Array P is reported together with the list R of
recursive calls of function ColorSetSize, and the sets maintained by the union-find
data structure.
Recursively, we associate to any node a set containing itself and the union374
of the sets associated to its children and we add children color counter values375
to the parent counter. Once a leaf is visited, we ﬁnd the root of the smallest376
subtree containing it and the previous visited leaf having the same color, and377
we decrement its color counter as this color will be added again at the end of378
the recursion of such subtree. At the end of each recursion, the color counter379
ﬁeld C of the examined node is ﬁxed, i.e. it does not change any more, and380
it stores the number of diﬀerent colors in the rooted subtree. Figure 1.3381
illustrates some steps of an example.382
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Proposition 1.5.1 Assume a tree T is given. For all internal node v in T,383
ColorSetSize of v correctly computes the C value of any node in the subtree384
rooted in v, v included.385
Proof : The property that we want to prove is the following: After a call386
of function ColorSetSize(v) the set that has v as representative contains the387
node v and all the nodes in its rooted subtree Tv. Moreover, ColorSetSize(v)388
correctly computes the C value of all the nodes in the subtree Tv.389
The proof is by induction on the number of nodes (internal nodes and390
leaves) in the subtree Tv rooted in v.391
If the number of nodes in Tv is 1, its root v is a leaf and the base of the392
induction is clearly correct. Indeed, C(v), i.e. the color counter of node v, is393
set to 1 on line 8. Notice that the global array P is initialized with nill pointers.394
Let u1 · · ·uh, h ≥ 1, be the sequence of children of v in the same order as they395
are considered in the for cycle at line 10. The inductive hypothesis holds on396
the tree Tv|uh that is the original subtree Tv pruned by the subtree rooted in397
uh, and it holds also for Tuh itself. Let us focus on the execution of function398
ColorSetSize(v) and freeze it after that the child uh−1 has been processed399
by the whole for cycle on lines 10–14. Up to this point, ColorSetSize(v)400
has executed the same operations as ColorSetSize(root(Tv|uh )) would have401
executed. We call C’(v) the value of C(v) at this step of the algorithm. Hence,402
by inductive hypothesis applied to Tv|uh , the set which has v as representative403
contains the node v, the internal nodes in its subtree, and all the leaves that404
are present in Tv|uh . Moreover, the C values on all nodes of the subtree Tv|uh405
have been correctly computed and have been stored in their C ﬁelds, C’(v)406
included. Notice that, all the leaves in subtree Tv|uh are contained in the set407
having v as representative by eﬀect of unions at line 12.408
Let us move forward on the execution of ColorSetSize(v) considering for409
cycle on line 10 for the child uh. Let us also suppose that the number of410
leaves in Tv|uh having a color that also appears in Tuh is d, that is, the411
number of duplicated colors in those two subtrees. After that we make the412
call ColorSetSize(uh) on line 11, by inductive hypothesis applied to Tuh , the413
set which has uh as representative contains the node uh and all the nodes414
in Tuh , and the C values on all nodes in Tuh , C(uh) included, have been415
correctly computed. In the meantime, for each leaf in Tuh , the color counter416
of the representative of the set containing the previous occurrence of a leaf417
having the same color (pointed by array P) has been decremented by eﬀect of418
lines 5 and 7, and the array P is then accordingly updated at line 6. Hence,419
since d is the number of colors in Tv|uh that appear also in Tuh and since all420
the leaves in Tv|uh are, at this step, contained in the v-represented set, the421
color counter of node v is now equal to C(v) = C’(v) − d.422
After that, at lines 13, the number of color in Tuh , i.e. C(uh) ≥ d which is423
correct by induction hypothesis, is added to C(v) without counting duplicate424
colors, and the set having v as representative contains, v itself, the nodes in425
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Tv|uh by hypothesis and the nodes in Tuh by the union performed at line 12.426
This concludes the proof.427
Let us now analyze the time and space requirements of Algorithm 1. From428
a simple analysis of the pseudocode of Algorithm 1, it is easy to see that429
any recursion of Algorithm 1 execute some constant time assignments and430
at most one of each make-set, union and ﬁnd operations of the union-ﬁnd431
data structure. Let us call tm, tu, tf the time of make-set, union and ﬁnd432
operations, respectively.433
Theorem 1.5.2 Assume tree T having n nodes is given. Algorithm 1 runs434
in O(n (tm + tu + tf )) time.435
The make-set and union operations are standard constant time operation436
in many common linear space union-ﬁnd data structure (see, for instance,437
[23, 21, 47, 46, 48, 22]). There are many classical union-ﬁnd solution provid-438
ing a ﬁnd operation in O(logm) time, where m is the cardinality of the set439
containing the queried element [23]. The amortized time used by such struc-440
tures to execute a ﬁnd query over the n elements is O(α(m)), where α is a441
functional inverse of Ackermanns function, that is an extremely slow growing442
function which, for any practical number m, is less than 4. Practically speak-443
ing, α(m) is usually considered just a small constant. Moreover, since there444
exist union-ﬁnd implementations that are very fast in practice, such solutions445
are usually preferred to theoretically more eﬃcient solutions.446
Corollary 1.5.3 Assume tree T having n nodes is given. By using any data447
structure for disjoint set in [23] using quick union, Algorithm 1 runs in amor-448
tized O(n α(n)) time and linear space in the RAM model.449
However, the union-ﬁnd data structure presented in [21] answer to ﬁnd450
queries in amortized linear time, when a ﬁnd operation is followed by a union451
operation and the sequence of ﬁnd operations is known in advance. This is the452
case of Algorithm 1, where the union operations strictly follow the recursive453
visit of the input tree.454
Corollary 1.5.4 Assume tree T having n nodes is given. By using Tarjan’s455
data structure [21], Algorithm 1 runs in amortized linear time and linear space456
in the RAM model.457
1.6 REDUCING SPACE458
In this section we describe how to reduce the space used by the Color-Set-Size459
solution presented in previous section and the total space used for the Longest460
Common Substring problem.461
A ﬁrst observation leads to keep low the space used by the union-ﬁnd data462
structure.463
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Algorithm 2 Recursive processing the tree T to compute the C values.
make-set, union, ﬁnd and delete are common operations on union-ﬁnd-delete
data structures.
1: function ColorSetSize(v)
2: make-set(v)
3: C(v) ← 0
4: if v is a leaf then
5: z ← ﬁnd(P[color(v)])
6: delete(P[color(v)])
7: P[color(v)] ← v
8: C(z) ← C(z) −1
9: C(v) ← 1
10: else
11: for any child node u of v do
12: ColorSetSize(u)
13: union(v,u)
14: C(v) ← C(v) + C(u)
15: if u is NOT a leaf then
16: delete(u)
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if
20: end function
21: ColorSetSize(root(T ))
Algorithm 1 uses, at any moment, the leaves pointed by array P and no464
other leaves are used in order to adjust the color counters in case of duplicates.465
At any time, those leaves are at most K, same as the number of encountered466
diﬀerent colors. Moreover, the internal nodes are to be released as soon as467
their subtree is entirely visited. Putting these observation together, we adapt468
previous algorithm to use the delete operation provided by Alstrup et. al [4]469
to keep low the space used by the union-ﬁnd-delete data structure. Algorithm470
2 reports the adapted pseudocode.471
The delete operation is not part of the classical set of operation of the union-472
ﬁnd data structures, where the element in the set are always maintained once473
they are created by a make-set operation. The delete operation appears only474
in an extension of the union-ﬁnd data structures called union-ﬁnd-delete data475
structures [4, 7]. Recall that, in [4], the delete operation is also a constant-time476
operation, same as make-set and union operations, while a ﬁnd takes O(α(m))477
amortized time, where m is the number of elements in the set returned by the478
ﬁnd operation, and α is a functional inverse of Ackermanns function. The479
space is linear in the number of elements simultaneously maintained, at any480
time. Algorithm 2 maintains, at any time, one internal node for any nested481
call to the function ColorSetSize and, at most, K leaves.482
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The number of recursion of function ColorSetSize is bounded by the height483
of the tree T . Then, for a general tree having n nodes, the number of recursion484
is n in the worst case, but it is expected to be much less in practical cases,485
where the tree T is more balanced.486
When CSS is used for the LCS problem, the tree T is a generalized suﬃx487
tree and it is proved by W. Szpankoski in [62] that the height of such trees488
tends almost surely to O(log n), where n is the length of the text. This result489
holds also for biological collections [63].490
Moreover, a space linear in the height of the tree is also implicitly used by491
the recursion stack. Even if algorithms in this chapter are state in recursive492
form, it is easy to obtain non recursive versions by using standard program-493
ming techniques, where a stack is explicitly used to perform the post order494
visit of the tree.495
Let us summarize the results presented so far in the following proposition.496
Proposition 1.6.1 Assume a tree T is given having n nodes and colored497
leaves with K diﬀerent colors. By using the union-ﬁnd-delete data struc-498
ture of [4], Algorithm 2 runs in O(n α(K)) amortized time and uses O(K +499
height(T )) extra space to compute all the C values.500
The second observation of this section concerns the output size of CSS and501
LCS problems. Even if the two problems are deeply related, their outputs are502
totally diﬀerent in size. In fact, the problem CSS has input and output of the503
size of the given tree T , while LCS has output of size K, that is the number504
of diﬀerent colors.505
While the output of the ﬁrst problem maintains the tree structure, the out-506
put of the second can be an array L that, for each k, 2 ≤ k ≤ K, contains the507
length of a longest substring that appears in at least k strings and, optionally,508
a pointer to one of such substrings (i.e., the document and the position where509
it appears). The outputs is then proportional to K (more precisely it has the510
size of O(K) integers).511
We want to obtain a direct solution of the LCS problem that does not use a512
full solution of the CSS problem and, consequently, does not use CSS output513
space. First of all, we notice that array L can be obtained during the tree514
traversal of above algorithms. Indeed, if a node has been examined together515
its rooted subtree during the visit, that is, at the end of a recursion, its color516
counter C will not change anymore. Therefore, if the color counter is equal517
to k and the string depth of the node is greater than the length contained518
in L(k), then we replace the contents of L(k) with the string length of such519
node1. In the meantime, a pointer to one occurrence (document and starting520
position) of such string can be stored as well.521
In this way, L(k) contains, at any moment, the length of a longest string522
that is common to exactly k substrings, up to that step of the visit over the523
1The string length of a node is classically defined as the length of the concatenated labels
on the path from the root to such node.
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tree. Along a further linear scan of the array L, from the smallest to the524
bigger index, we can simply adjust the values to ﬁt the at least k requirement525
of the LCS problem.526
Function ColorSetSize of Algorithm 2 can easily reports the correct C value527
of a node as soon as a recursion ends. But, the algorithm also stores temporary528
values in the color counter C of parent nodes, while a subtree is traversed. The529
number of subtree roots whose color counter can virtually be decremented,530
according to the presence of duplicate colors, is, at most, height(T ). Hence,531
we maintain such temporary counters in a global array C of length height(T )532
indexed by node depth.533
Now, since we already know how to get rid of the C counter ﬁelds in the534
tree nodes, we notice that it is possible to use a compressed index to simulate535
the functionalities of a suﬃx tree, and, in particular, to perform a post order536
visit on it. Obviously, such compressed structures have query time and space537
requirements strongly dependent on the underling Compressed Suﬃx Array538
used and some parameters.539
The research of eﬃcient (mainly in space) data structures that can be used540
instead of suﬃx trees has become an independent research ﬁeld. Up to less541
than a decade ago, the most commonly used data structures are suﬃx trees,542
suﬃx arrays, DAWGs and Compact DAWGs. Usually any problem that can543
be settled by the aid of one of such data structure can also be settled by using544
any of the other ones. Despite this fact, the passage from one data structure545
to another is not automatic nor always easy. Each of these structures has some546
advantage and some disadvantage. Some relation among the data structures547
and their size is reported in [11]. The size of an implementation of the above548
data structures is often evaluated by the average number of bytes necessary549
to store one letter of the original text. It is commonly admitted that these550
ratios are 4 for suﬃx arrays, 9 to 11 for suﬃx trees, and 5 for CDAWGs (cf.551
[11] for further information).552
In the meantime, other space-eﬃcient related data structures started to553
appear in research papers. For instance, Compressed Suﬃx Array and Com-554
pressed Suﬃx Tree are showed to have the potential to replace in many ap-555
plications suﬃx trees by using less space exploiting redundancy of the text.556
[1, 2, 19, 20, 24, 26, 37, 38, 45, 53, 55, 58].557
Latter data structures are space thrifty by using only nHk+O(n) bits. We558
refer to Fischer et al paper [20] for a comparison between diﬀerent trade-oﬀ559
between occupied space and query time for some of these compressed indexes,560
where they summarize crucial values in [20, Table 1]. We propose Algorithm561
3 as a variant of our LCS solution using a Compressed Suﬃx Tree. Given562
a document collection K, we associate a unique color to each of the K doc-563
uments in K. The Algorithm returns the array L and S; L contains, for564
1 ≤ k ≤ K, the length L[k] of a longest substring common to at least k docu-565
ments, and S[k] contains a reference to one of such substrings. Function color566
retrieves the color associated to a leaf. Function make-set, union, ﬁnd and567
delete are standard operations on union-ﬁnd-delete data structures. Function568
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Algorithm 3 Processing the collection K to solve the LCS problem by using
a compressed suﬃx tree and a union-ﬁnd data structure.
1: function LightweightCSS(v)
2: make-set(v)
3: C[node-depth(v)] ← 0
4: if v is a leaf then
5: z ← ﬁnd(P[color(v)])
6: delete(P[color(v)])
7: P[color(v)] ← v
8: C[node-depth(z)] ← C[node-depth(z)] − 1
9: C[node-depth(v)] ← 1
10: else
11: for any child node u of v do
12: C[node-depth(v)] ← C[node-depth(v)] + LightweightCSS(u)
13: union(v,u)
14: if u is NOT a leaf then
15: delete(u)
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: if L[C[node-depth(v)]] < string-depth(v) then
20: L[C[node-depth(v)]] ← string-depth(v)
21: S[C[node-depth(v)]] ← pos(v)
22: end if
23: return C[node-depth(v)]
24: end function
25:
26: Initialize P, L, and S
27: Build CSTK
28: LightweightCSS(root(CSTK))
29: for i = K,K − 1, . . . 2 do
30: if L[i− 1] < L[i] then
31: L[i− 1] ← L[i]
32: S[i− 1] ← S[i]
33: end if
34: end for
35: return L,S
node-depth, string-depth and pos are standard functions on suﬃx trees (and569
compressed suﬃx trees), as well as, to know if a node is a leaf, and performing570
a post order traversal of a rooted subtree. Notice that, every call to function571
LightweightCSS needs to query the compressed suﬃx tree to retrieve children,572
node-depth and string-depth of a given node. In all the known compressed573
index at least one of such queries takes logarithmic time.574
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Proposition 1.6.2 Assume a collection K of K documents having total length575
n is given. By using the Compressed Suﬃx Tree CSTK of [59] and the union-576
ﬁnd-delete data structure of [4], it is possible to solve the LCS problem in577
O(n α(K) log n) amortized time and O(n + K + height(CSTK)) + nHk bits578
space, where 0 <  < 1.579
As last observation, we notice that in many compressed text index based on580
a compressed suﬃx array, many functionality are obtained by using a Range581
Minimum Query on the Longest Common Preﬁx (LCP) table, and, moreover,582
they support LCA queries without using extra space or extra preprocessing.583
Let us recall how simulate a LCA query over a suﬃx array. Given a tree584
T and two nodes u and v, the LCA problem wants to ﬁnd the lowest node in585
the tree that has both u and v in its rooted subtree. This problem was posed586
in [3], but the ﬁrst linear preprocessing solution and constant time query is587
due to Harel and Tarjan [31] based on heavy path decomposition. Many im-588
provements, mostly in practical space requirements, appeared recently (see,589
for instance, [8, 17, 60]) which use diﬀerent approaches: Cartesian trees, geo-590
metrical range queries and lookup tables.591
In the case where T is the suﬃx tree STT of a text T , the LCA of two592
leaves is equivalent to the Longest Common Preﬁx of two suﬃxes. By using593
the Suﬃx Array SA of T and the associated LCP table (which contains the594
LCP values of consecutive suﬃxes in lexicographic order, that is, LCP[i] =595
LCP(SA[i − 1], SA[i])), it is possible to ﬁnd the LCP of two given suﬃx u596
and v by computing the minimum value in LCP[x . . y], where x and y are the597
index of i and j in the SA, respectively. Therefore, suppose to have the inverse598
suﬃx array SA−1 (SA−1[i] = x ⇐⇒ SA[x] = i), it is possible to compute in599
constant time the LCP of i and j as min {LCP [x] | SA−1[i] ≤ x ≤ SA−1[j]}600
by using the range minimum query algorithm (see for instance [18]).601
Since many CSTs [59, 58, 18] support LCA query using no extra space,602
we can now remove the union-ﬁnd data structure from our solution and use603
LCA queries instead of it. We simply replace a ﬁnd(u) call in Algorithm 3604
by a LCA(u, v) query. In fact, due to the post order visit of the tree, i.e., the605
nested recursion of our algorithms, those two operations are equivalent. The606
ﬁnd(u) query returns the representative of the set containing the given node,607
and, by construction, it is the root of the smallest subtree containing u and608
v, that is exactly LCA(u, v). Algorithm 4 reﬂects this observation.609
We state our results by using the most eﬃcient compressed index, to the610
best of our knowledge, in terms of space occupancy.611
Proposition 1.6.3 Assume a collection K of K documents, K ≥ 2, hav-612
ing total length n is given. By using the Compressed Suﬃx Tree CSTK in613
[58], Algorithm 4 solves the LCS problem in O(n log1+ n) time and O(K +614
height(STT )) + nHk + o(n) bits of space, where Hk is the k-order empirical615
entropy of T , and 0 <  < 1.616
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Algorithm 4 Processing the collection K to solve the LCS problem by using
a compressed suﬃx tree supporting the LCA query.
1: function LightweightCSS(v)
2: C[node-depth(v)] ← 0
3: if v is a leaf then
4: z ← LCA(P[color(v)])
5: P[color(v)] ← v
6: C[node-depth(z)] ← C[node-depth(z)] − 1
7: C[node-depth(v)] ← 1
8: else
9: for any child node u of v do
10: C[node-depth(v)] ← C[node-depth(v)] + LightweightCSS(u)
11: end for
12: end if
13: if L[C[node-depth(v)]] < string-depth(v) then
14: L[C[node-depth(v)]] ← string-depth(v)
15: S[C[node-depth(v)]] ← pos(v)
16: end if
17: return C[node-depth(v)]
18: end function
19:
20: Initialize P, L, and S
21: Build CSTK
22: LightweightCSS(root(CSTK))
23: for i = K,K − 1, . . . 2 do
24: if L[i− 1] < L[i] then
25: L[i− 1] ← L[i]
26: S[i− 1] ← S[i]
27: end if
28: end for
29: return L,S
Notice that, O(K + height(STT )) + nHk + o(n) bits can be sublinear in617
n. Recall that, given a collection of strings of total length n whose longest618
string has length m, the height of the generalize suﬃx tree of such collection619
is, in the worst case, O(m), and, in average, O(logm), even for biological620
sequences [62, 63]. Moreover, due to the simplicity of this solution, which621
essentially is a post order visit on a Compressed Suﬃx Tree supporting LCA622
queries and a simple book-keeping of K values, any further improvement of623
Compressed Suﬃx Tree in terms of query time and occupied space, can be624
directly integrated to above algorithms and leads to better performances.625
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